EJOT Cell PT®

Self-tapping screw for cellular
foamed thermoplastics

New lightweight design materials

Benefits of the EJOT Cell PT® screw

For components made of thermoplastics, which are
chemically or physically foamed due to weight and
costs reasons, the currently available fastening elements often do not provide the desired fastening
safety. For these materials EJOT has developed a
special fastening element - the Cell PT® made of
through-hardened steel.

l

Easy fastening with standard screwdrivers

l Effortless positioning even when the screw
		 is tilted

Higher stripping torque through blind hole
		fastening
l

l One screw length for different installation /
		 hole depths
l

Repeat assembly possible

l

Also available in the plastic material PPA GF50

Extensive testing

Microsection: Boss wall before fastening

The special thread contour was developed for
cellular foamed thermoplastics and the functionality was confirmed in a comprehensive test series.
In the case of blind hole screw joints, the specially
formed point penetrates into the plastic material at
the bottom of the blind hole and a further increase
of the torques is achieved.

Optimised forming through thread coining
Due to the specially formed thread point in combination with a sophisticated flank angle and radius
combination in the threaded area, EJOT has given
this new screw a special thread contour. This contour allows thread coining by elastic/plastic deformation inside the plastic boss without damaging
the material. The radial stress in the core hole is
absorbed by the cellular boss wall, the dense outer
layer is preserved.

Screw point not
engaged

Screw point in the bottom of the blind hole

Microsection: Boss wall after fastening
EJOT® The Quality Connection

Design recommendation EJOT Cell PT®
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nominal screw Ø
external boss Ø (2 x d1)
counterbore Ø
hole Ø (approx. 0.7 x d1)
counterbore depth (0.1…0.4 x d1)
installation depth (2 x d1)
point length (≈ 1.5 x d1)
depth of engagement (3 x d1)
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Examples for possible boss versions
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Boss with ribs, circular or oval external diameter

For more information: Volker Dieckmann, phone +49 2752 109-142, fax 109-141, e-mail vdieckmann@ejot.com
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08/18 Subject to technical changes.

Possible installation and stripping torques of the EJOT Cell PT® 45 x 22/18 with the abovementioned design recommendation (di = 12.6...15.3 mm, dh = 3.0...3.3 mm)

